KING SIZE PARTY

The family of Janice King held a benefit dance and art auction to celebrate Janice’s life and raise money to provide care for our patients. Many generous King family artists and friends participated in planning, promoting and entertaining at the event held at the Monticello Hotel in Longview.

Three generations of King family artists created a display of their work for guests to admire. A silent auction included art donated by friends and family members from across the United States and there were prizes donated by many local individuals and businesses. The King Brothers and friend Larry Moyer performed all evening as five generations of guests danced. The live auction was an amazing spectacle of original art. Bidding was lively, thanks to the direction of a talented volunteer auctioneer.

Janice King had a reputation for making sure everyone around her was entertained and she was a true party girl. This is the party she would have wanted. On behalf of the patients who will benefit from the generous donation from this event, we extend our sincere appreciation to our community for supporting Janice’s last party.

More than 500 guests attended the party and raised an astonishing $14,263 in memory of Janice.
Dear friends,

You show your great love to humankind through your financial gifts and volunteer time given to Community Home Health & Hospice in support of compassionate healthcare. This issue of Reflections highlights some of the many ways you partner with us to do great things. We are truly grateful for your contributions and the trust you place in us as we care for you and your loved ones.

Together, we have accomplished much over the past year. We reduced the number of our patients’ hospital return visits by 7% through our telehealth program. This program helps home health patients manage their chronic diseases at home. We increased service hours to home care clients by 14%. Our hospice nurses participated in ongoing education to achieve certification from the National Board for Certification of Hospice and Palliative Nurses.

To be good stewards of resources, we took advantage of low real estate prices and favorable interest rates to expand in Clark County. After leasing Vancouver office space for 23 years, we purchased property to build an inpatient hospice facility opening in January 2013. Even though we’re expanding just a short distance from our current Salmon Creek location, we’re taking a huge step toward meeting rising healthcare needs in the area.

The year ahead will be challenging because of healthcare reform and the economy. Our Medicare reimbursement was cut recently and our operating costs have increased due to new government regulations. So in this demanding environment, your continued support will be even more important to ensure the best healthcare for our community.

Your generosity inspires us. Thank you!

Greg Pang
Chief Executive Officer

"You opened the doors and let all of our family in - and it is a big one. You took great care of our grandfather as if you knew him all of his life, even though you only knew him for a day."

~ family of a Hospice Care Center patient
Thank you for joining me in supporting our mission of care, comfort and love. I give to Community Home Health & Hospice because it has touched my family in many ways. For example, my young grandson found refuge at the Camp Cedars children summer bereavement camp. You may be as amazed as I am by the number of donor names that appear on these pages. Clearly, our work has a profound impact on the people we serve.

Donations received from July 1, 2010 through January 31, 2011 are listed below. Names in blue indicate gifts made in honor or memory of a loved one. Some donors choose to remain anonymous. If you see an error, please contact Jonna at 360.414.5405 or jnicholson@chhh.org.

YOUR GIFTS

IN MEMORIAM

Ethel M. Adkins
Betty and Alvin Vilhauer
Duane L. Ahrens, Sr.
Vernie and William Bauer
David Ahlts
Roman and Rose Heinzman
Linda L. Ainslie
James and Judy Bain
Dorothy Alholm
Anonymous
Charles C. Allen
Jim and Elaine Coffman
Eva M. Allen
Donald and Elaine Graham
Shirley J. Alston
Dwight and Loretta Sutherland
Phillip Amnotte
Patricia L. Nicholson
Jesse M. Amoroso
Cheryl and Doug Horton
Patricia Ammen
Nami E. Meyer
Mildred F. Amundson
Melvin E. Behrend
Margie L. Hight-Derrick
Janice and Ronald Metzger
Robert and Judy Sluman
David L. Anderson
Barbara King
Helen E. Anderson
Loretta J. Day
Iris C. Rastovski
Orrin A. Anderson
Elizabeth Anderson
Karim and Dean Gehrmann
LaBonna Revis
James P. Walker
Susan and Bernie Wright
William W. Anderson
Cory Anderson
Emerald Kalama Chemical
Joan B. Thorstenson Linde
Janet B. Punttillo

Harvey H. Bartelme
Bart and Kris Bartelme
Nina M. Bartelme
Bart and Kris Bartelme
Emma Jean Bates
Cindy and Michael Anderson
Jacqueline J. McCloud
Martha Z. Becker
Patricia and Clarence Edwards
Harold and Patti Gish
Julius Ledgett
LaVerne Ledgett
Ms. Juanita I. Moses
Melvin Nelson
Osborn Consulting, Inc.
Fred and Evelyn Palmer
Donna Rolfe
Douglas and Mildred Scottberg
William and Alice St. Pierre
Darlene Vieriek
Kathy Bender
Evangeline Knudsen
Patrick and Sonja Martin
Esther Ohlfs
Daniel and Kathy Orr
Peardeal Residential Association
Mary Lynn Schmand
Somerset Retirement Apartments
June H. White
Leo D. Benedict
Ronald and Dorothy Wiest
Earl Benefiel
Dianne M. Benefiel
Gordon L. Bennett
Betty J. Busby
Linda and John Grizzle
Kelso Class of 1963 Lunch Group
Edward J. Berwind
Colleen and Thomas Blackburn
Maze Berwind
Colleen and Thomas Blackburn
Terry J. Betts
Estate of Terry J. Betts
Mavis Blava
Lorena A. Zuhlke
Lorraine A. Bielski
Robert Bielski
Betty Biggs
Tucker and Muggie Mayeda
Phyllis M. Bingman
Jacqueline S. Monahan
Dr. Fred H. Bishop
Barbara Freiberg
Ruth S. Henderson
Mignon R. Mason
Charles and Sharon Mertsching
Molly Monroe
Wallace R. Bjorge
Raymond and Ora Loraine Bauer
Ester Bjorge
Patsy R. Blair
E. Duane Blair
Albert Blankenship
Joe Ann and Stanley Riedesel
Dallas Blankenship
Joe Ann and Stanley Riedesel
Jimmy Blankenship
Joe Ann and Stanley Riedesel
Marilyn Blankenship
Joe Ann and Stanley Riedesel
Nancy Blankenship
Joe Ann and Stanley Riedesel
Neva R. Blankenship
Joe Ann and Stanley Riedesel
Crystal Jean Bodine
Eretett and Claudia Libby
Tilda J. Bolstad
Alice J. Hellem
Ed Booth
William and Norma Sari
Nathan E. Boop
Ruth S. Henderson
Judith E. Springer
Dwight and Loretta Sutherland
Brandt B. Boswell
Linda K. Boswell
Betty M. Bowen
Pat and Neil Gansler
Hilma Bowen
Kris and John Aanderud
Allene and Robert Boone
Loren and Laura Lee Bowen
Brock and Dolly Brinson
Peggy, Nancy & Rex Davis
Eileen and Donald Goldschmidt
Carol A. Hill
Cheryl and Doug Horton
Carol L. Jones
Clifford and Judy Letts
Donna and Eugene Petty
Patricia and Roy Pratt
Gary and Marjorie Springer
Glenn and Marie Thompson
Charlene and Norm Victorson
Dale and Pat Wallace
Carol J. Williams
Dorothy and Ron Winters
Jess and Joelle Winters
Lorraine Bradburn
James and Frances Ford
LeRoy C. Braden
Robert and Lin Stephenson
Georgia Braward
Joyce Cothren
Mildred A. Brawley
Joyce Cothren
Michael D. Brennan
Joyce Cothren
Phillip and Marcia Doumit
Millie Britnell
Ron and Barbara Samples
Francis J. (Frank) Britten
Roy and Connie Czech
Freiburger Family Trust
Maxine A. Hagensen
Lewis and Judith Jones
Eugene and Sandra Miller
Tom and Susan Port
Gale and Shirley Rambo
Robert Tenley
Lillian S. Van Cise
Donald and Dawn Witlala
Merle Howard Britzus
Betsi Suta
Vada Van Vessum
Merle R. Broich
Christine I. Alemanti
Anna Broich
Wendy P. Gebo
Diane Fagan
Cheryl A. Olson
Karen J. Olson
David Peterson
Ester M. Brooks
Nita McGee
Barbara J. Brower
Caroline Jamieson
Dorothy J. Brown
Vernie and William Bauer
Sarah and Vernon Boylan
Betty M. Crawford
Janice M. Haupt Living Trust
Somerset Retirement Apartments
Robert and Carolyn Streeter
Deihliah A. Brunelle
Mabel Halling Meier Family Trust
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Rose Marie Brusco
Joyce Cothren
Loralee A. May
Tucker and Muggie Mayeda
Naomi E. Meyer
Dale and Pat Wallace
Ronald and Dorothy Wiest
Dwain Buck
Belva and Gordon Jarvis
Kenneth N. Boker
Gemmy Boker
Maura and Vince Bunker
Vera I. Clark
G & G Company
Joy Kessler
Arnie C. Krueger
Paul and Sherron Moore
Toni L. Settlemer
Thomas J. Burchhardt, Sr.
Judy and John Alholm
Daniel and Gale Handley
Chenda Nhem
Traverse J. Burdick
Joyce Cothren
Blake H. Burton
Ronald D. Reller
Robert E. Burton
Jack and Helen Greenman
Anita Maryott
Donald R. Busby
Joyce Cothren
George A. Bush
Freda J. Everedell
Arnold and Patricia Hendrickson
ILWU Longview Pension Group
Longview Eagles Auxiliary No. 2116
Connie L. Christensen-Butz
Donald and Maureen Batten
Gary and Bettie Christensen
Carl and Melba Church
Connie M. Church
Marlene C. Hall
Marilyn J. Hess
Hester Hoogkamer
Andrew and Rita Laudenbach
Lorna Montague
Delores Prince
JoAnn H. Campbell
Sarah and Vernon Boylan
Richard and Shirley Crisman
Nancy and Stephen Galford
Jane and Ernie Graichen
Donna J. Mansfield
Deborah and Craig Peterson
Deborah Cannaday
Joyce Cothren
Roger N. Davis
Paul and Anna Giaver
Geraldine McKee
Nova McNally
Frank and Jeanette Moore
Eleanor Cantrell
Daniel and Sandra Stanley
Ann Caren
Dennis M. Caren
Ed Caren
Evelyn M. Carroll
Ruth and Wayne Adams
Joyce Cothren
Gold Wing Touring Association Chapter E
Lyle R. Polack
Leon Calvin Carroll
Ruth and Wayne Adams
Joyce Cothren
Gold Wing Touring Association Chapter E
Lyle R. Polack
Velva C. Carson
Lois J. Brudi
Patricia and Earl Nielsen
Ted and Peggy Roth
Ron and Barbara Samples
June H. White
Alice Chambers
Jerry and Karen Larson
Ronald Chambers
Roy and Darlene Gill
Pauline B. Chase
Arlen L. Black
Joyce Cothren
Patty R. Prestegard
Raymond Chase
Patty R. Prestegard
Helen L. Cherrington
Norman Cherrington
Tony L. Cherrington
Norman Cherrington
Doris B. Chesley
Marlene Holman
Janet and Alan Newcomb
Earl W. Chesley
Janet and Alan Newcomb
Carma L. Chick
Anonymous
Buzz and Pat Brown
Darold and Evalyn Dietz
Audrey L. Gebhardt
Joy and Gary Glenz
Stephen and Jeanie Hartshorn
Roland and Barbara Hayden
Charlene and Bill Martin
Marlena N. Munger
James and Louann Riner
William and Cheryl Sterner
John F. Chism
Dale and Sherry Roberts
LaQuitta Diane and Brent Spurgeon
Sylvia G. Chism
Florence McCarty
Arthyde Christianson
Roy Christianson
Patricia J. Clark
Lloyd Clark
Vickie and Gary Dancer
Kenneth J. Classen
Sandie Makela
Freda M. Smith Clayton
Becky Belangy and Clifford Stephens
Rachel and Greg Borland
Harry and Geraldine Clemmons
Karen and Jerry Cripe
Alma M. Day
Frances and Ernest Gabriel
Jean and Robert Henderson
Palma M. Jensen
Loralee A. May
Darrel Sherrett
Carla L. Teal
Pennie and Robert Wiley
Peggy J. Williams
William and Mary Woods
Helen L. Clayton
Bonnie and Douglas Heartley
Sharon F. Pittman
M. Alice Clayton
Everett and Ada Clayton
Wayne E. Clayton
Daniel and Shelley Clayton
Bonnie and Douglas Heartley
Sharon F. Pittman
Jacqueline E. Clever
Gemnie L. Nutt
Alma A. Cochran
William C. Cochran
Elda J. Cody
Cheryl and Jerry Kazeeck
Irene Colbenson
Lida L. Anderson
Alma M. Colburn
Sue Luft
Floyd W. Colburn
Sue Luft
Lyle E. Cole
Norman J. Bacon
Sara Lee C. Bayne
Freda J. Everedell
Lloyd and Marla Inman
Vern and Corrinne Kuehner
Laura McCycker
Jordan T. Connors
Joyce Cothren
Lillian J. Cook
David and Jennie Lane
Rodney G. Cooper
Mona and Chet Gardner
Ruth N. Jessen
Robert R. Cope, Jr.
Rocky and Linda Allen
Sue and William Barker
Barbara Cowan
Charlotte and Allan Henderson
MaryKay and Gian Morelli
Mary Tackett
William E. Cope
Anonymous
Richard and Carolee Anderson
Shawn Jeffries and Sharon Cope-Jeffries
Mary and Richard McCool
Spreadborough Trust
R. Dale Corder
Kimberly A. Clark
Rodney and Linda Corder
Mr. & Mrs. Dwight Cranston
Mr. & Mrs. Butch Gordon
William and Sandra Hall
Hamblin Family Living Trust
MaryAnn Haycock
Mr. & Mrs. Leon Monson
Mr. & Mrs. Earl Nielsen
Randie and Michael Olsen
Mr. & Mrs. Mike Racette
Mr. & Mrs. Dave Reich
Mr. & Mrs. Pete Schlicher
Mary Sullivan
Robert M. Sullivan
Susan Sullivan
William P. Sullivan
Mary Louise Tomlinson
Ernest and Kathleen Willerford
Patricia Cornett
Valorie Cornett
GL Cothren
Joyce Cothren
Ronald R. Coulombe
Betty F. Coulombe
Carol B. Coulter
Betty E. Anderson
Mike and Kathy Bates
Michael Connors
Lewis and Judith Jones
Linda and Gerald Lacy
Jerry Munger
Robert W. Munger
Virginia Munger
Mike and Virginia Prever
Gary and Karen Roth
Mary Lynn Schindler
Somerset Retirement Apartments
George Steed and Vicky Hedstrand
Christine and Dale Zinser
Florence P. Counts
Beaver Valley Grange #306
Kathleen Counts
Doris M. Courser
Craig and Mary Lou Courser
Christy and Steven Lemmons
Lawrence A. Cowan
William and Jennifer Dias
Nancy A. Craft
Marian Bird
Danny and Davis Nimble
Fingers Ministry
Millificent and Joseph Sayre
Anne Crickmore
Paula J. Grant
Robert F. Crook
William and Norma Sari
Robert Graham Cross
Belva and Gordon Jarvis
Norman B. Curtis
W. Smith
Robert G. Dahl
Dorothy A. Bidlake
Lila J. Dahl
Philip and Sarah Dahl
Joyce and Pat Grendon
Roland and Anni Hill
Artie and Beegra Impola
Dale and Karen McGee
Norm and Verla Meints
Roger Dahl
Rae and Gary McCaw
Larry E. Dahlman
L. Charlene Dahlman
June C. Davis
Bowling Bags
Maggie M. Davis
Ray and Joan Nelson
Stella Delbert
Vada Van Vesselin
Gerald Delin
Joyce F. Britten
Velva Pearl Derkacht
David and Susan Farquhar
Daniel and Gale Handley
Dale and Marianne Seufferling
Ronald J. Seufferling
William and Cecilia Seufferling
Marie M. Didrickson
Mary and Jeffrey Baldwin
Joyce Cothren
Phillip and Marcia Doumit
Martin Diedrick
Summer O'Neill
Mary Diedrick
Summer O'Neill
Michael R. Doelebe
Pat Doelebe
Milton S. Doyle
Gladys Bergman
Elvina A. Doyle
Margaret A. Doyle
Judith Holman
Joe and Elma Long
Lorraine M. Spellman
Blake Tomlinson
Shirley J. Wens
Johnnie Wolfe
Clara E. Dray
MaryKay and Gian Morelli
Vera Ellen Duchsherer
Allan and Lorna Campbell
Leona Cooper
Violet A. Cooper
Gladys Gallow
Neil and Janice McGee
Cheryl Rinkler
Jean Starr
YOUR GIFTS DELIVER CARE AND COMFORT

As a nonprofit community-based organization, we devote resources for the good of the people in communities that support us. This includes patients and families who live in Cowlitz, Clark and Wahkiakum Counties in Washington and Columbia County, Oregon. Our care extends to individuals who are uninsured and underinsured.

“I want to thank everyone at Community Hospice and Community Home Care for their wonderful support of my husband and myself during his long illness. The weekly support that we received made such a difference in my ability to keep him at home.”

~Kimberly, wife of a patient

HOW CONTRIBUTIONS ARE USED

Area of greatest need......................... $228,478
Telemonitoring ................................ $189,332
Charity Care ..................................... $136,456
Wish list* ........................................... $32,568
Released to patient care endowment** .................................... $20,012
Children’s bereavement .................... $12,093

*Some people donate for specific purchases. For our current Wish List, contact Julie at 360.414.5406 or jrinard@chhh.org or see our website, www.chhh.org.  **Includes, but not limited to medications/prescriptions, technology and medical equipment/supplies for patients.
IN MEMORIAM (continued)

Donna M. Dugaw
Naomi E. Meyer
Charles R. Dunivan
Cheryl and Doug Horton
Harriet L. Durham
Harry Durham
Norman J. DuVall
David and Christina Mendenhall
Sherrill R. M. Ehrmantraut
Greg and Vicky Aubol
Elizabeth Gates
Bob R. Glassett
Alan and Karen Skare
William and Alice St. Pierre
Donald F. Eisele
Else Eisele
Roselyn S. Elliott
Joyce Cothren
Elma Embree
Central Christian Church
Marlyce A. Erland
Anonymous
Marjorie and Meade Cobb
Minnie Evenson
Alice E. Tillmann
Howard L. Everman
Mark S. Barker
June Burnham
Joyce Cothren
Jim and Amelia Everman
Jerry Everman
Ronald and Jan Everman
David H. Hutton
Robert and Peggy Johnson
Renee Lackey
Tucker and Muggie Mayeda
Sam and Wilma Patching
Karen Ann Falk
Brian E. Richards
Bruce E. Richards
Rodney A. Faul
Judy Faul
Shirley Renaud
John D. Feusner
Ramona R. Leber
Gordon C. Fielder
Norma and Walter Oyloe
Norma Jean Ellenz Fine
Karen L. Crockett-Utz and
Kenneth M. Utz
Carolyn S. Daniels
Lee Ann Fine-Reimann and Erik Reimann
Louise L. Fisher
Darlene Johannsen
Jerrold S. Florek
Joyce Cothren
Justin J. Florek
William and Norma Sari
Berdella H. Floyd
Elizabeth Ann Floyd
Lloyd Floyd
Elizabeth Ann Floyd
Harriet Foldes
Greg and Amy Pang
Ron and Barbara Samples
Joe P. Foley
Judith A. Kramer
Leanna M. Fones
Cliff and Denise Edwards
Jeff Edwards
Rachelle Fones
Russelle E. Forgette, Jr.
Joyce Cothren
Fronia E. Forrest
Joretta J. Briney
William and Alice Dennison
Mr. Jim and Marion Hautala
Lyman and Sally Hubbard
Janice and Wallace Marthailler
Jean and James Medlock
Virginia E. Widener
Doris and Don Williams
Monica F. Roshaug
Patricia and William Ammons
Jean C. Clark
Diane and Steven Crockett
Fraternal Order of Eagles
Rainier Auxiliary #4022
Homer Family
JoAnne E. Karnoski
Don and Lois Marko
Nancy and Larry Marko
Mr. and Mrs. Roger Marko
Willard and Kathy McCollam
Richard and Muriel Ramey
Richard Lee Construction
Sheppeard Family
Lisa Thomas
Melvin and Cheryl Walalla
Charles L. Foster
Stephen and Janet Marci
James A. Merchant
Dale R. Foster
Henry and Mary Keith
Richard and Wanda Landick
Robert and Jennifer Landick
Doris Riffe
Dorothy J. Schuelke
Gary and Vona Williams
Mara and Denzil Williams
Mary-Dean and Gene Woolley
Molly Fothergill
Cynthia S. Jolly
Brenda Fowler
Doris L. Bogachus
Milton and Carolyn Doumit
Sandra K. Ellwanger
Peggy and James Ford
Dawn and Russell Fowler
Ramona Lowe
Dolly F. Murray
Patricia and James Tolbert
Gilbert J. Fowler
Shirley L. McCullough
Ron and Barbara Samples
Vincent Francke
Carol and Ralph Noe
William and Norma Sari
Thomas Franko
Janice and Ronald Metzger
Charles Musolf
Coleen Olaf
W. Annette Reising
Gerald and Helen Schwenk
Christopher and Patricia St. Onge
Clifford and Katherine Wheeler
Charles Fulbright, Jr.
Lois B. Fulbright
Charles N. Fulbright, Sr.
Lois B. Fulbright
Daniel J. Fulbright
Lois B. Fulbright
Jack C. Fuller
Judy and Vernon Colt
Dick and Lorraine Day
Gayle Frelinger
George and Shirley Heitzmann
Kathryn Spellmeyer
Lawrence C. Fuller
Cheryl and Doug Horton
James O. Galbraith
Gladys Galbraith
Gloria C. Gallien
Verna and Wayne Millerd
Kenneth and Carlyn Palm
Lillian H. Palm
Lola E. Pritchard
Gini Smith
Gabby Gamble
Anne B. Henderson
Toni and Ronald Jones
LaVaugna Wheeler
Juliette Majestic Rose Gandy
Barrie and Robert Allenhof
Longview Fibre Employees
Dustin and Lindsey Moon
Charles C. Gardner
Thomas and Beverly Anderson
Fred Gardner
Mona and Chet Gardner
Betty C. Garlick
John and Joyce Ellis
Mary K. Garner
Mr. and Mrs. Dwight Cranston
Mr. and Mrs. Butch Gordon
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Monson
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Nielsen
Mr. and Mrs. Mike Racette
Mr. and Mrs. Dave Reich
Mr. and Mrs. Pete Schlacher
Ruth Gates
Rose Washburn
Francis Paul Gaul
K. Claire Gaul
Dorothy M. Gehman
Phyllis and Ralph Burnett
Edward and Shelley Hamilton
J. Thomas Huffman
Donelda M. Lecker
Gladysce T. Seward
Alyce Jeanne Gelston
Ronald G. Gelston
Thomas L. Gennette
Mary Anne Gennette
Ruth M. Gill
Paula and Michael Radmacher
Virginia Ginsens
Palma M. Jensen
Joy Kessler
Terri and DonRoyse
Lyla J. Gjesvold
Lorraine Gjesvold
Robert and Judy Sourie
Kathy G. Goforth
The Pro Shop, Inc.
Lorena F. Gore
Cynthia and Michael Cook
Maryann B. Gore
Cynthia and Michael Cook
LaWana Gouch
Joyce Cothren
A. R. Grabenhorst
Joyce Cothren
Angie Graham
Greg Nuber
ReLoY J. Graseth
Joyce Cothren
Ronald and Dorothy Wiest
Robert P. Graunitz
Elaine F. Cornwell
Ireda and Dick Grohs
Anne B. Henderson
Sidney V. Nelson
Shirley A. Greeley
Sharon and Harold Caulfield
Freda J. Everdell
Marilyn and Ron Howe
Betty Y. Perko
Hank Green
Veronica P. Rasmussen
Burnie Greenmaneyer
Sharon J. Bergman
Marjorie and Terry Booth
Brock and Karen Brockman
Dan and Jackie Evans
Anita Greenmaneyer
Gary Seacord
Betty L. Gregory
Edward and Shelley Hamilton
Steve and Diane Kasson
Donna M. Groendyke
Mary Ellen Zimmerman
Stella J. Guerrero
Joretta J. Briney
Fern Nemeyer
Audrey Portroy
Richard R. Hack, Jr.
Molly Monroe
Erma J. Haggard
Linda K. Clark
Elva Mae Fouse
Jannette Hack
Sandra L. Patton
Terry J. Hamilton
Marion L. Hahn
Jeanne C. Hanson
Tex G. Hanson
Nellie R. Harrison
Burton and Uila Calkins
Robert B. Harrison
Patricia and William Ammons
Richard and Judy Lee
Evella R. Hare, Lecker
Gail L. Fenton Kuhlman
Dr. Alvin Harsch
Bert and Myrna Harsch
Lloyd and Jill Harsch
Angela and Chag King
Lilia Z. Mariano
Russ and Patty Prince
Bernard and Elaine Sawin
Donna B. D. Soderquist
Gerald and Eileen Tompkins
Perry L. Hart, Jr.
L. Charlene Dahlman
David and Eileen Gourley
Charlotte and Allan Henderson
Margie L. Hight-Derrick
Robert and Sharon Quick
Alan and Mary Roundy
Robert and Colbert Streeter
Randy and Shelci Sweet
Leslie and Berdena Whitten
Frank D. Hatch
All-State Restaurant Equipment
Company
Donna R. Massey
Norman Hauge
Connie Walston
Richard L. Hayward
Freeman Gjesvold
Jerry and Karen Larson
James E. Heartley
Bonnie and Douglas Heartley
Mabel L. Heartley
Bonnie and Douglas Heartley
Jerome Heinzman
Roman and Rose Heinzman
Alvis R. Helbemes
William and Norma Sari
Gill Hess
Rae and Gary McCaw
VITAL VOLUNTEERS

“I saw how hospice treated a treasured friend and family so I wanted to be a part of hospice. I’m proud when I tell people I volunteer at the Hospice Thrift Shop.”

~ Hospice Thrift Shop volunteer

This comment from a volunteer could have been made by any of our 215 volunteers who provided 19,904 hours of service to our community last year. The benefit to families we serve is immeasurable. Would you like to join our caring team? There are many areas of service. Volunteers play music in the Hospice Care Center, work outside in the landscaped areas, play games with grieving children, prepare packets of information for families, cook breakfast for patients, talk with donors about memorial plaques for their loved ones, raise money at fun holiday events, and hold hands with patients when families need a break. There may be an area that is perfect for you.

Contact us:
info@chhh.org
Clark County: 360.567.3553
All other areas: 360.414.5433

THE RESULTS ARE IN

Last year, 576 people completed our Hospice Thrift Shop customer satisfaction survey, representing a 62% response rate. We are pleased to report that 99% were happy with the quality of the merchandise.

Hospice Thrift Shop volunteers also completed a satisfaction survey. One hundred percent agree or strongly agree that the thrift shop is an excellent place to volunteer. We certainly appreciate our thrift shop volunteers as they make our customers happy! One hundred percent of the volunteers also agree that they would recommend to their friends that the thrift shop is a great place to volunteer.

CURE FOR A BAD DAY

A loyal Hospice Thrift Shop volunteer was having a bad day. She decided to donate $100 and asked if the store needed something in that price range. We wanted a mannequin to display some of the exquisite clothing that was donated. This pleased the volunteer, so we bought the mannequin and named it after her. She’s taken charge of keeping the mannequin beautifully dressed and accessorized.
IN MEMORIAM (continued)

Shelly L. Hill
Terry and Susan Byrd
Patricia Crittmer
Daniel and Gale Handley
Cheryl A. Nelson

Blake Hinkle
Kathleen and Richard Giancursio

Walter H. Hogg
Pat and John Robarge

Oscar E. Holliday
Shirley J. Brigham
Ida Holliday
Palma M. Jensen
Mabel L. Palmer
Zenda M. Spears

Elizabeth J. Holm
Joanne and Gene Guttormsen

Mike Holm
Pat L. Guttormsen

Marion Holt
Everett and Claudia Libby

Fred J. Hooper
Freda J. Everdell
Ireda and Dick Grohs
Arnold and Patricia Hendrickson
ILWU Longview Pension Group
Ramona R. Leber
Ronnie and Sharon Modrow
Cindy and Jim Overstreet
Gary Schleicher
Shirley Schleicher
Earl and Kay Stavas
Ronald and Dorothy West
George E. Ziliar

Larry R. Hooper
Richard O. Breuing
Brock and Karen Brockman
Robert and Pamela DeBuhr
Vicki and Butch Dietz
Fraternal Order of Eagles Rainier Auxiliary #4022
Cindy Keeney
Leonard and Marilyn Lessard
Cathy and Scott McDonald
Larry McDonald
Cindy and Greg Parvi
Dwight and Loretta Sutherland
Orville and Muriel Trautman
Don and Linette Wolf
Annabelle J. Houglum
Pat and Neil Gansler
Marianne Lehto
Ron and Barbara Samples

Darlene M. House
John and Katherine Archer
Keith and Pam Archer
Gary L. Brown
Club Girls
Joelien Eveland
Frank E. Boyes Trust
Daniel and Gale Handley
Steve and Diane Kasson
Linda and Ray King
E. Marvin Melville
Northwest Financial Services
Daniel and Kathy Orr
Sharon and Gale Sisson
Earl and Kay Stavas
Dwight and Loretta Sutherland
Lester and Tish Tugaw
Dick and Barbara Westervelt

Francis V. Huard
William and Nancy Boylan
Darrel E. Hunter
Betty E. Anderson
Lower Columbia Dental Society
Dr. Douglas and Jeanne O’Connor

William Smith
Juanita E. Hunziker
William and Norma Sari
Chris Hyatt
Sally and Gary Henthorn
Elvira Isaacson
Daniel and Sandra Stanley
Carl and Virginia Isaksen
Ronald and Dorothy West
Ingrid Jacobsen
Robert K. Jacobsen
George C. Jacobson
Anonymous
Elmer L. Jellum
Sharon D. Jellum Trust
Julie M. Jellum
Sharon D. Jellum Trust
Wanda M. Jenkins
John F. Jenkins
Louise Jennings
Doris and William Puryear
Mazie L. Jensen
Susan and Kevin Pointer
Orlin P. Jensen
Joyce F. Britten
Lorraine D. Jessee
Shirley L. McCullough
Beatrice A. Jensen
Howard E. Jensen, Jr.

Douglas E. Jessen
Shannon and Ronald Baker
Joyce Cothran
Judith Faull
Daniel E. Hecker
Deborah and Russell Hill
Joan L. Hill
Belva and Gordon Jarvis
Ruth N. Jessen
Roseline H. Keller
E. Marvin Melville
Sam and Wilma Patching
Richard and Muriel Ramey
Shirley Renaud
Karen and William Stevens
Michael A. Jessen
Ruth N. Jessen
Vera M. Jessen
Howard E. Jessen, Jr.
Darwin Johnson
DeMaris Johnson
Henry P. Johnson
Phillip and Marcia Doumit
Lydia M. Johnson
Ron and Margaret Johnson
Robert C. Johnson
Dean and Shirley Johnson
Dr. William A. Johnson
Ron and Margaret Johnson
Charles J. Jones
Freda J. Everdell

Eleanor J. Jones
Deborah and Ray Kampler
Eleanor A. “Jean” Jones
Deborah and Ray Kampler
Gary D. Jones
Joe Ann and Stanley Riedesel
Helen Josephson
Arnold and Carol Brent

Ernest Joynes
Frances H. Geier
Patrick and Emma Godfrey
Donna and John Hillyer
Charles and Mary Lang
Jan and Bill Lee
Richard and Hazel Morgan
Hugh and Audrey Swingle
Esther G. Wattton

William B. Wechner
Rita D. Joynes
William and Norma Sari
Helen L. Kaighin
Ken and Barbara Kaighin
Jeanette Sturza Kaighin
Joyce Cothran
Irving Kallunki
Sharon F. Pittman
Marian K. Kann
K. Maria and William F. Cheateley
Roy Kann
K. Maria and William F. Cheateley
Paul R. Kanoth
Olympic ESD 114 Staff
Donald K. Karns
Leslie and Gregory Cuillier
David Kazeck
Cheryl and Jerry Kazeck
Kendra Kazeck
Cheryl and Jerry Kazeck
Kathryn Keeling
Jackie and Carl Keeling
Floyd W. Keeton
Maele A. Keeton
Thomas R. Keith
Deborah and Kenneth Orr
Sandra M. Kemp
Debora and Robert Allford
Susan and William Ash
Zandie Barnett
Randi Buler Gary
Robert D. Desiree
Betty Ann Dorsey
Gary and Lynn Eversaul
Pamela and David Kytola
RoXanne Larsen
Karen I. Lofgren
Arleen A. Martin
Sarah Noon
Maxine A. Neinstadt
J. Perry Ormiston, DDS, MS, PS
Geraldine Peterson
Clarice A. Tarpo
Ila N. Ketchum
Cindi L. Ketchum
Ralph J. Killian
Dave and Pat Wallace
Janice J. King
Noreene and Randy LaRoy
Marianne Lehto
Kathryn McGhee
Kathryn Spellmeyer
Jimmie L. King
Joyce Cothran
C. Joan Kirk
Anoymous
Jean Brannon
Bill Brigman
Dotunna and Russell Hill
Judy Faul
Robert E. Desiree
Betty Ann Dorsey
Gary and Lynn Eversaul
Pamela and David Kytola

William D. Wechner
Rita D. Joynes
William and Norma Sari
Helen L. Kaighin
Ken and Barbara Kaighin
Jeanette Sturza Kaighin
Joyce Cothran
Irving Kallunki
Sharon F. Pittman
Marian K. Kann
K. Maria and William F. Cheateley
Roy Kann
K. Maria and William F. Cheateley
Paul R. Kanoth
Olympic ESD 114 Staff
Donald K. Karns
Leslie and Gregory Cuillier
David Kazeck
Cheryl and Jerry Kazeck
Kendra Kazeck
Cheryl and Jerry Kazeck
Kathryn Keeling
Jackie and Carl Keeling
Floyd W. Keeton
Maele A. Keeton
Thomas R. Keith
Deborah and Kenneth Orr
Sandra M. Kemp
Debora and Robert Allford
Susan and William Ash
Zandie Barnett
Randi Buler Gary
Robert D. Desiree
Betty Ann Dorsey
Gary and Lynn Eversaul
Pamela and David Kytola
RoXanne Larsen
Karen I. Lofgren
Arleen A. Martin
Sarah Noon
Maxine A. Neinstadt
J. Perry Ormiston, DDS, MS, PS
Geraldine Peterson
Clarice A. Tarpo
Ila N. Ketchum
Cindi L. Ketchum
Ralph J. Killian
Dave and Pat Wallace
Janice J. King
Noreene and Randy LaRoy
Marianne Lehto
Kathryn McGhee
Kathryn Spellmeyer
Jimmie L. King
Joyce Cothran
C. Joan Kirk
Anoymous
Jean Brannon
Bill Brigman
Dotunna and Russell Hill
Judy Faul
Robert E. Desiree
Betty Ann Dorsey
Gary and Lynn Eversaul
Pamela and David Kytola

Joe S. Rosenzweig
Janet and Dean Stafford
Mary and Lori Taft
Ed and Charlotte Whitten
Joan Wilcox
Sylvia G. Kivela
Dr. John and Therese Burkey
Judy and Gerald Flaskeur
June Fowler
Bob Fox
Mr. and Mrs. Chris Kivela
Michelle Klemetsrud
Paul J. McCulley
Willis A. Knox
Garland and Pauline Beauchamp
Joanna and Bradly Bright
Mary Anne Gennette
Letha M. Van Curen
Ethel M. Kolb
Anonymous
Nancy Buttel
Margaret and Junior Church
Kenneth and Edith Grant
Carol and Glenn Huestis
Gerald Kolb
Loralee A. May
Arlene L. Koski
Lyla M. DuBois
David and Shirley Pierce
Sharon Kotera
Palma M. Jensen
Joseph Koth
Margaret and Robert Bensou
Loren and Laura Lee Bowen
Bill and Louise Gibbens
Freeman Gjestold
Steve and Lillian Jabusch
Leonard and Marilyn Lessard
Nita McGee
Dave and Barb Muus
Claria Parsons
Linda and Ken Scott
Jessica and Andy Sufak
David L. Kraabell
Susii J. Hulbert
Lester O. Kraabell
Bill and Ferry Dolph
Opal Eversole
Susii J. Hulbert
Tom S. Morson
Linda L. Pruitt
Theresa L. Thorson
Melbelyne A. Underberg
Donald and Diana Wallin
Delores Whitman
Jerry L. Kynsi
Kimberly A. Kynsi
James A. Merchant
Richard E. Lahti
Robert and Peggy Johnson
William and Jeanne Ryan
Connie S. Larson
Marlena N. Munger
Barbara Larson
Sherry Bartholus
Loralee A. May
Dorothy Larson
Jerry and Karen Larson
Arlene I. Lawson
Joyce Cothran
Agnes Lee
RA Long Class of 1940
Oscar Lemiere
William and Norma Sari
Peter L. LeSollen
Mida Jean LeSollen
IN MEMORIAM (continued)

John V. Lewis
  Pat and Neil Gansler
  Nikki L. Mears
  Shirley Wixon
Daniel V. Lickar
  Donald and Antonia Kane
Robert L. Lindsley
  John S. Deeming
Evelyn E. Lindsten
  Anonymous
Norman E. Lininger
  Joyce Cothren
Janet L. Locke
  Carol J. Smith Trust
Alton R. Locust
  Janice and Gary Grimes
Michael Lokke
  Walter and Norma Oyloe
Donald R. Long
  Judy and John Alholm
  Judy L. Botsford
  Joanna and Bradly Bright
  Darrell E. Gilliland and Grace L.
  Gilliland Joint Living Trust
  Alma M. Day
  Tracy and John Dulley
  Charlotte and Allan Henderson
  Gary and Linda Karvela
  Priscilla and Wayne Lewallen
  Mary and Richard McCool
  Daniel and Sandra Stanley
Dorothy Long
  N. I. Piland
  Curtis Longman
  Howard E. Jessen, Jr.
Fred T. Lowe
  Ramona Lowe
Dorothy Luiz
  Diane and Haskell La Rue
Carl Lundquist
  Pat and Neil Gansler
Nellie Lusk
  Robert and Susan Lusk
  Sharon and William Morvee
Terry Madden
  Joyce Cothren
Ronald J. Madison
  Patricia and William Ammons
Teresa M. Major
  Sharon J. Bergman
  Jerry D. Malone
  Patricia R. Abson
  ILWU Local 21
Viola Manasco
  Raymond and Patricia Berg
  Ireda and Dick Grohs
  Manasco Kids
  Christopher and Patricia St. Onge
Mattle Ellen Marentette
  Carol and Arnold Lee
William Marksish
  Merrilee A. Bauman
William J. Marston
  Linda and Ray King
Moween Martin
  Joyce Cothren
Raymond Martin
  William and Alice St. Pierre
Evelyn P. Mason
  Richard and Dorothea Chevron
  Lyndon and Gail Gorley
  Knutt Revocable Family Trust
  Doris L. Quarles
Jeane Mason
  Anne B. Henderson
  Penny Henderson and Mike Chapman
  Toni and Ronald Jones
  Donald G. Matheson
  Patti and John Oydbahl
  Pamela E. Mattison
  David M. Mattison
  Bud May
  Loralee A. May
  William and Norma Sari
Mary Y. Mayeda
  William and Norma Sari
Judd R. McAllee
  Sally and Daniel Browne
  William and Norma Sari
Bob J. McCarty
  Pat and Neil Gansler
  Bob J. McCarty Trust
Burdette McClelland
  Barbara Freiberg
  Ruth S. Henderson
  Molly Monroe
John M. McClelland, Jr.
  Barbara Freiberg
  Ruth S. Henderson
  Shirley L. McCullough
  Molly Monroe
Clarence R. McCormick
  Colleen and Thomas Blackburn
Robert D. McCormick
  Colleen and Thomas Blackburn
Barbara McCulloh
  Sarah and Vernon Boylan
Laura B. McCutchan
  Edward Phillips and Laurel Murphy
Betty McCulmain
  Terry and Joanne McDaniel
Don McEachern
  Bill Briman
  Mary Lou McEachern
Joy J. Tabor McGahey
  Mr. and Mrs. Chris Kivel
Bernice McGreedy
  James and Frances Ford
Garnett McLaughlin
  Jan Everman
John J. McLaughlin
  Jan Everman
Robert and Peggy Johanson
Patrick K. McLean
  Sharon J. Bergman
  Cedar Hills Street Rods
  Vicki and Butch Dietz
  Jan Elliott
  Dan and Jackie Evans
  Freiburger Family Trust
  Lois L. Gorans
  Susan and Dennis Gorans
  Yvonne and Dan Gorans
  Marsha Haas
  Noelle and Andrew Hamilton
  Ray and Linda King
  Terry Major
  Pat and Dan Manasco
  Louise R. McLean
  James A. Merchant
  Jim and Linda Salmon
  The Rueck Company
  Unique Tin Car Club
  Untouchables Car Club
Lena M. McVey
  Robert and Carolyn Streeter
Wesley E. McVey
  Steve and Diane Kassen
Marietta McWhorter
  Molly Monroe
  Sharon McWilliams
  Don and Bev Powell

CARE FOR FUTURE GENERATIONS

Over the years, your generosity has helped us provide compassionate healthcare to people at home. You can ensure we’re still here when you and your loved ones need us. Include Community Home Health & Hospice in your will, trust or estate plans and help us care for future generations. With a charitable bequest, for example, you can leave a specific amount, a percentage, or what remains of your estate after you have taken care of your family.

When you name us in your will, you become a member of the Community Legacy Society. Your lasting gift will support healthcare for future generations—and you may realize significant charitable tax advantages. Thank you if you have already arranged for a bequest or other legacy gift. It helps us plan for the future when you let us know about your gift. Contact Dev at 360.414.5465 or ddion@chhh.org to learn more.
IN MEMORIAM (continued)

Betty Medlen
Maury Medlen
Margaret L. Melton
Virginia Bamford
Erna L. Merchant
James A. Merchant
Ramona Merchant
James A. Merchant
Reynell L. (Butch) Merrill
Carl and Virginia Blunk
Michael R. Messmer
Arlene M. Hall
Sylvia L. Leaf
Cindy Miller
Mary E. Miller
Noah J. Miller
Shawnee and Taylor Hudema
Kingdom Hall of Jehovah's Witnesses
Bloyde Miller & Family
Sandra and Milo Miller
Shayne Miller & Family
Susan J. Miller
Barbara M. Baker
Donna R. deSpain
Julie and Daniel Rinard
Ethel L. Millette
Billy and Betty Smith
Dean and Lisa Sorensen
Betty Miralles
Jean L. Carvey
Richard and Shirley Cochran
Bruce and Pat Eyer
Laura McCricker
Floyd Miralles
Dora I. Ogden
Sandra and Veldon Price
Isabella M. Rithikami
James Mystic
Castle Rock Liquor Store #505
Earl and Kay Stavas
Ellis L. Mitchell, Sr.
Estate of Ellis L. Mitchell, Sr.
Gay F. Mitchell
Estate of Gay F. Mitchell
Ken and Victoria Lillehaug
Wanda J. Mitchell
Estate of Ellis L. Mitchell, Sr.
April Anne Monaghan
Judy and Ron Orloske
Mike Monahan
Sarah and Vernon Boylan
John and Gloria Bunn
Richard and Patsy Cody
Sandi and Ronald Colbert
The Bourdage Family
Donna R. deSpain
Arnold and Patricia Hendrickson
Richard and Bonnie Kyro
Marianne Lehto
Jacqueline S. Monahan
Don and Iva Nurmi
John and Anne Parks
Gale and Shirley Rambo
Judith E. Springer
Earl and Kay Stavas
Dolores Worley
George E. Zilar
Johnnie V. Moore
Margaret and Richard Braga
Alice Morgan
Mark S. Barker
Richard N. Larsen
Wildred M. Zimmer
Marilyn Moulton
Robert and Carolyn Streeter
Mary E. Multhaupt
Joyce Cothren
Charles H. Munger
Reuben and Clara Aslin
James and Judy Bain
Carl and June Carter
Sharon and Wallace Dietel
Wanna M. Dietel
Gordon and Ruth Duscha
Audrey and Johnny Gillen
Anne B. Henderson
James and Donna Hollatz
Toni and Ronald Jones
Esther and Jerrold Kimbell
Conrad and Dixie Leaf
Marianne Lehto
Joann and Ross May
Joyce and Charles Miller
Warren and Anna Jeanne Morris
Jenny Munger
Virginia Munger
Robert Munger
Shirley Munger
Corine Nussmeier
Betty and Jerry Shields
Priscilla and Leroy Stoltten
Joanne and Ronald Spahn
William and Zeltia Tabbutt
Melbelyne A. Underberg
George E. Zilar
Francis H. Murray
Toni L. Settlemier
Elder J. Mus
Carol Cernick
Iris M. Chase
Michael and Susan Clapper
Pat and Bette Conway
Steve and Diane Kasson
Karen K. Kettelson
Claudette Maybo
Ron Nelson
Larry and Connie Freeman
Sandra K. Nelson
Joyce Cothren
Judy and Arvon Nelson
Mary Watkins
Virginia J. Nelson
Donald Armeni
Betty and Gordon Laffren
Marlene and Jim Lehman
Sheila D. Lynam and Fred M. Mills
Jerri and Janice Moon
R. Jerome and Janet Williams
Wilma Nelson
Beth and Kenneth Arveson
James E. Newt, Jr.
Steve and Diane Kasson
Irene D. and William E. Picket
Susan and Kevin Pointer
Joseph D. Nickerson
Marie Nickerson
Rodney B. Norman
Bette A. Norman
Velma Noteboom
Carol J. Noteboom
Frances M. Olin
Glen and Gayle Agren
John and Julie Kuhlman
Randle and Michael Olsen
Debra and George Palmer
Davis and Helen Wood
Ronald Ollila
Anonymous
Gerald Atkins
Richard and Dorothea Chevon
Dorothy C. Davis
Vickie Day
Phyllis E. Haas
Niemi Family Trust
Irma Ollila
Robert and Shirley Olson
Virginia Pesio
Deborah and Craig Peterson
Ages L. Olson
Susan and Bernie Wright
Douglas P. Zaharko
Clarence Olson
Douglas P. Zaharko
Lillian Olson
Clair and Kaydor Berlin
Nancy and Hiram Hart
Keith and Darlene Olson
Margaret Righter
Perry Olson
Estella Olson
Ray B. Orr
Daniel and Kathy Orr
Walter and Lila Orr
Lester and Tish Tugaw
Alexander S. Orth
Stephanie and Cory Hurlbus
Robert Orth and Trisha Hilton-Orth
Kristine R. Slater
Elizabeth A. Orth
Stephanie and Cory Hurlbus
Robert Orth and Trisha Hilton-Orth
Kristine R. Slater
Michael Ostriker
Albert and Shirley Kohnke
Sylvia E. Ostross
Don and Marian Bosstrom
Ken and Harriet Bosstrom
Paul and Janet Bosstrom
Roger and Joan Bostrom
Sheila R. Hilles
Harold and Mary Ann Johnson
Steve and Diane Kasson
John and Dorothy Larson
Susan and Kevin Pointer
Lilly E. Ougendal
Joyce Cothren
Lilla Duthie
Barbara Oyloe
Walter and Norma Oyloe
Earl C. Page
William and Norma Sari
Ralph Painter
Dale and Gail Bosner
Bernice B. Palmer
Gary and Virginia Palmer
Glady's H. Park
Jeanne Baogio
Hoffman Corporation
Robert W. Parmer
Betty Jesse
Dorothy and Robert Massey
Tucker and Muggie Mayeda
Winifred J. Myers
Joan and Lonnie Pellham
Mick and Darlene Rea
Robert & Doris Stennick
Living Trust
Ed and Lillian Roberts
Mary Ellen Zimmerman
Ages Mable Payne
Dewey and Nancy Arnold
Zander Payne
Dan and Debi Spjut
Bradley W. Peach
Judith and Michael Aemmer
Brock and Karen Brockman
John and Margaret Ellavsky
Nadiene Greif
Linda LaBerge
Robert and Mary Ellen Martin
Walter and Jeffra Naze
Hertford Financial Services
Susan J. Peach
Rosalie Shay
Douglas R. Peak
Phyllis and James Ferguson
Mary L. Pease
Katherine and William Judd
James and Florence Leigh
Marshall Pedersen
Joyce Cothren
Barbara A. Pederson
Jean C. Clark
Bobble Pedersen
Jean C. Clark
Jonathan E. Peetz
Norrin Cherrington
Sadie M. Pevrose
Ken and Eileen Laine
Leonard W. Petersen
John M. Petersen
Marjorie F. Petersen
John M. Petersen
Dean R. Phillips
Edward Phillips and Laurel Murphy
Esther J. Pierce
Marlene Belenski
Sarah and Vernon Boylan
Joyce and Pat Grendon
Pat Hayes
John and Mildred Koehler
Mila Jean Lesollen
Sharon F. Pitterman
Donald and Nancy Seidl
Milly Shuff
Sharon and Gale Sisson
Mary Pierce
Mary Kay and Gian Morelli
Cecil H. Pittman
Sharon F. Pittman
Max E. Pomerinke
Charles and Sharon Mertsching
Dorothy Edith Purrier
Carol and Arnold Lee
Barbara C. Redy
Carole A. Elts
Mary Anne Gennette
Barbara Howard
Beverly Kerras
Dennis J. Rady
Violet C. Redy
James F. Rainey
Joyce Cothren
Edna G. Rapp
Sandra L. Davis
Frieda L. Rasmussen
Susan Hecht
Patricia L. Nicholson
Chris Rasmussen
Skip Rasmussen
Michael and Peggy Rasmussen
Kathleen D. Scheibler
Paul H. Rasmussen
Susan Hecht
Patricia L. Nicholson
Chris Rasmussen
Skip Rasmussen
Michael and Peggy Rasmussen
Kathleen D. Scheibler
Dwight Reeves
Beverly J. Wilson
For the third year in a row, we were named to the HomeCare Elite™, a compilation of the top-performing home health agencies in the United States. This annual review identifies the top 25% of agencies and further highlights the top 100 and top 500 agencies overall based on quality outcomes, quality improvement and financial performance. Our patients had fewer emergency room visits and hospitalizations while healing at home, resulting in faster recovery and lower medical costs for all of us.

For the past four years, we have been accredited by The Community Health Accreditation Program (CHAP), an independent nonprofit body that recognizes excellence in community-based healthcare.

“I appreciated the encouragement to become stronger. I took charge of my care in total safety.”

Betty, Community Home Health patient

OUR MISSION

Community Home Health & Hospice supports the healthcare and independent living goals of each patient and their loved ones by delivering the highest quality, compassionate and dignified care to individuals in their chosen place of residence.
IN MEMORIAM (continued)

Mary Ann Slocum
Irene Simons
My Lou Simmons

IN MEMORIAM (continued)

Charles and Ruby Wiggins
Ronald and Dorothy Wiest
Craig and Melanie Weston
Norman P. Stewart
Howard and Susan Stacy
RA Long Class of 1940
Stan and Ann Norquist
Bob and Gina Nelson
Mr. and Mrs. Richard L. Mullen
Charles and Sharon Mertsching
Shirley L. McCullough
Vern and Lori Eaton
Edward and Carole Forbes
Charlene and Bill Martin
Shirley L. McCullough
Charles and Sharon Mertsching
Edna L. Meykel
Warren and Anna Jeanne Morris
Mr. and Mrs. Richard L. Mullen
Bob and Gina Nelson
Helen L. Newhall
Stan and Ann Norquist
RA Long Class of 1940
Howard and Susan Stacy
Norman P. Stewart
Donna Thomas
Craig and Melanie Weston
Ronald and Dorothy Wiest
Charles and Ruby Wiggins

My Lou Simmons
Raymond and Ora Loraine Bauer
Joyce Cothren
Roger N. Davis
Phillip and Marcia Doumit
Catherine Fleckenstein
Gwen and Jack Gorley
Terry and Stanley Irving
Michael W. Johnson
Nova McNally
W. David Nelson
Joyce M. Rorman
Ellen L. Rose
Margaret and Dale Strueby
Rick Watkins
Carol and Robert Wegdahl

Irene Simons
Sharon Herrmann
Mary Ann Slocum
Anonymous
Sherry and Samuel Beebe
Mildred Durand
August and Annabell Fritz
Dorothy Hanson
Conrad and Dixie Leaf
Peardale Residential Association
Maureen S. Rabideau

Thomas P. Smiley
Thomas P. Smiley Trust
Dewey B. Smith, Jr.
Gary and Vicki Bergseng
Sandra J. Boldt
Charles and Mitzi Christensen
Joyce Cothren
East Cobb Church of Christ
Gwen and Jack Gorley
Jean and Ralph Kenner
Skyline Golf Course Men’s Club
Mary Watkins
Leroy and Dawn Wika
Harry Winfield
Mary and Carl Wingate

Dorothy M. Smith
Beaver Valley Grange #306
Dean and Shirley Farrier
Marjean Grimes
Dorothy and Robert Massey
Robert and Doris Stennick Living Trust
Sandra Rudolf
Cecil and Joyce Ryan
Mary S. Smith
Charles and Kathy Sweeney

Leslie M. Smith
G. Jewel Baker
Walt and Joyce Bogdon
Lois J. Brudi
Dr. John and Therese Burkey
Charles and Danelle Craig
Julie A. Davis
Vern and Lori Eaton
Edward and Carole Forbes
Charlene and Bill Martin
Shirley L. McCullough
Charles and Sharon Mertsching
Edna L. Meykel
Warren and Anna Jeanne Morris
Mr. and Mrs. Richard L. Mullen
Bob and Gina Nelson
Helen L. Newhall
Stan and Ann Norquist
RA Long Class of 1940
Howard and Susan Stacy
Norman P. Stewart
Donna Thomas
Craig and Melanie Weston
Ronald and Dorothy Wiest
Charles and Ruby Wiggins

Gary and Vona Williams
Barbara M. Snyder
Anonymous
Ron and Barbara Samples
Roger L. Sonneland
Ronald and Dorothy Wiest
Robert L. Spain, Jr.
Joyce Cothren
James A. Spooner
James H. Stacie
Kay M. Stacie
Catherine M. Stacy
Dr. John and Therese Burkey
Jerri B. Earl
Freda J. Evereld
Dorothy and Joseph Facio
Mabel Fugit
Mary and Robert Knob
Vada M. Knob and Family
Vern and Corrine Kuehner
Charles and Mary Lang
St. Rose Church, St. Monica’s Circle
Sharon Traub
Suneva Myklebust-Stacy
Karen and Kurt Hendrickson

Lula I. Stecker
American Legion Auxiliary, Longview
Alice Steele
Robert and Rosallie Eaton
Mildred Adell Steiner
Anonymous
American Legion Auxiliary, Longview
Terry and Cathy Boudreau
Donna L. Brandner
Chad Collette
LeRoy and Ethel Collette
Rodney and Linda Corder
Cowlitz Valley Chapter #541
Women of the Moose
Betty Cutright
Vicki and Butch Dietz
Janet E. Dow
Michael and Coleen Fugleberg
Peggy Gragg
Lucy Essard
Nooi Lloyd
Harold and Betty Madison
Michael Madison
Van Madison
Nancy and Larry Marko
Mary and Richard McCool
Laura McVicker
Debbie K. Meyer
Susan and Kevin Pointer
Lopren Jerry Prather
Edward Steiner
Carl and Terry Storms
Judy Velenchanko
Dorothy and Gordon Wanamaker
Donnette and Michael Ward

William Steinmetz
William and Norma Sari
Robert and Carolyn Streeter
Juanita June Stencel
ILWU Longview Pension Group
Tucker and Muggie Mayeda
Robert and Doris Stennick Living Trust

Martin Stennick
Robert and Doris Stennick Living Trust
William E. Stennick
Robert and Doris Stennick Living Trust
Ronald and Dorothy Wiest
Donald H. Stephens
M. Lois Stephens
Carole Marian Stephenson
Barb Dieter

William and Norma Sari
Robert and Judy Sluman
Juanita A. Stephenson
Margie I. Chapman
Richard and Bonnie Kyro
Gale and Shirley Rambo
Linda and Paul Rattie
Cathy and Russell Stevens
Dwight and Loretta Sutherland
Donna and Rick Williamson
Ruby Stiebritz
Dean and Dianna Armstrong
Carol and Donald Harris
Eileen and Roger Martin
Tom and Shirley Northness
Arriella and Joseph Stefanik
Myrna D. Stout
Henry L. Stoltz
Judith and Skip Martin
Larry and Valerie Nikolaus

June Storment
Steed Family
Irene Stover
Stan and Ann Norquist
John Stover
Someret Retirement Apartments
DeEtte A. Sturtevant
Anonymous
Norma and Dallas “Bill” McCaleb

Tom Sturza
Joyce Cothren
William A. Sudar
Arlene M. Hall
Ruth A. Mancini-Turner and
Reverend John G. Turner
Bonnie and Edward Mattson
James A. Merchant
Charles and Sharon Mertsching
Charles H. Munger
Betty and Grady Pettry
Marlene and Henry Singer
Delores and Marvin Snider
Paul and Sharon Sador
Norman T. Trostad
Ronald and Dorothy Wiest
Gary and Vona Williams
George E. Zillar
Ray G. Sundberg
LeRoy and Donna Burns
Doug Gillmer
Wilma M. Gillmer
Joann Hafner
Irene M. Mazon
George and Norma Paxton
James and Judi Paxton
Ruby A. Paxton

Jay Suter
Caroline Jamieson

Rudy Sverdruz
Colleen and Richard Sverdruz

William J. Swanson
Howard and Genevieve Hanson
Jacqueline Lightfoot
John and Cathy Lindley
Richard and Hazel Morgan
Gary and Karen Roth
Shirley Searing
Maxine Shelly
Melvin and Linda Wilson

Charles E. Sweetland
Sandra Mitchell
Judith Swicker
Maynard and Georgia Brent
Columbia River Pensioners
Memorial Association
Dawn and Russell Fowler
Pat and Neil Gansler
Patsy L. Grizzle
Margie L. Hight-Derrick
Belva and Gordon Jarvis
James M. Monahan
Richard Lee Construction

William J. Tabacco
Edward and Karen Tabacco
Lois M. Taylor
Daniel and Cheryl Radonski
Kathleen R. Terrell
Nelma McIntire
Lloyd L. Thomas
Fall Fishing Group
Family Chiropractic Clinic of St. Helens
Nancy and Larry Marko
Robley E. Thomas, Jr.
Ramona Lowe
Violet J. Thomas
Ramona Lowe
Dolores M. Thompson
Lavon Hirsch
James A. Torkko
William and Norma Sari
Margaret A. Traeflet
Anonymous
Tuddie and Melvin Macie
Frances Opshall
Jean and Mike Spooner
Leon Traeflet

Lourretta Turner
Maura and Vince Bucker
Floyd J. Van Fleet, Sr.
Daniel and Gale Handley
Bridget Van Fleet
Anton (Tony) Van Risswick
Jean Van Risswick

Gale R. Vancuren
Dean and Shirley Johnson
Norma F. Vandenberg
Arnold and Patricia Hendrickson

Jarl Victor
Deborah and Craig Peterson
Esther Victor
Marian Vik
Joyce Cothren

Stanley “Pete” Vinton
Sandi and Ronald Colbert
Margaret A. Thomas
Kathy Ward
Glenn L. Waadenvig
Nellie Angostou
Helen M. Botten
Dale Braunschweig
Joyce Cothren
Pamela and Steven Devin
Patricia A. Devlin
Pat Doebel
Shari and Virgil Elliott
Phyllis and James Ferguson
Gail G. Gestson
Ron and Lorraine Hill
Susie J. Hulbert
Eunice Johnson
George Jones
Henry and Dolores Jones
Richard and Jeanine Jones
Robert R. Jones
Carmen and Thomas Little
Larry and Frankie Martin
Patricia A. Miller
Phyllis A. Moore
Dave and Barb Muus
Marvin R. Owen
Darlene J. Risley
Ruby F. Tinker
Grace Tofte
Melbelyne A. Underberg

Community Home Health & Hospice
Judith Swicker
Charles E. Sweetland
William J. Swanson
Judith Swicker
Ray G. Sundberg

Dolores M. Thompson
Lavon Hirsch
James A. Torkko
William and Norma Sari
Margaret A. Traeflet
Anonymous
Tuddie and Melvin Macie
Frances Opshall
Jean and Mike Spooner
Leon Traeflet

Lourretta Turner
Maura and Vince Bucker
Floyd J. Van Fleet, Sr.
Daniel and Gale Handley
Bridget Van Fleet
Anton (Tony) Van Risswick
Jean Van Risswick

Gale R. Vancuren
Dean and Shirley Johnson
Norma F. Vandenberg
Arnold and Patricia Hendrickson

Jarl Victor
Deborah and Craig Peterson
Esther Victor
Marian Vik
Joyce Cothren

Stanley “Pete” Vinton
Sandi and Ronald Colbert
Margaret A. Thomas
Kathy Ward
Glenn L. Waadenvig
Nellie Angostou
Helen M. Botten
Dale Braunschweig
Joyce Cothren
Pamela and Steven Devin
Patricia A. Devlin
Pat Doebel
Shari and Virgil Elliott
Phyllis and James Ferguson
Gail G. Gestson
Ron and Lorraine Hill
Susie J. Hulbert
Eunice Johnson
George Jones
Henry and Dolores Jones
Richard and Jeanine Jones
Robert R. Jones
Carmen and Thomas Little
Larry and Frankie Martin
Patricia A. Miller
Phyllis A. Moore
Dave and Barb Muus
Marvin R. Owen
Darlene J. Risley
Ruby F. Tinker
Grace Tofte
Melbelyne A. Underberg
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Gloria Wakefield
Phyllis and James Ferguson

Helen Walkins
Ron and Barbara Samples

Cindy L. Wall
Leona Cooper
Joyce Cothren
Lorraine and Steve Sebastian

Judith A. Wall
Myrna and Lloyd Nelson

Lillian Wallace
Dorothy V. Polizzi

Jo Walters
Robert B. Pringle

Glenda R. Ward
Loretta Russell

James T. Ward
Carol J. Smith Trust
Everett and Vikki Gressett
Richard and Pat Hughson
Ella M. Kyns
Richard N. Larsen
Niem Family Trust
Joan and Emil Seehafer
Ellen M. Tweet

George D. Weber
Marlene M. Courser
Rollin A. Earley
Charlotte and Allan Henderson
Arlene G. Price
Christopher and Patricia St. Onge
Dena Taylor

Wanda A. Weber
Castle Rock Liquor Store #505
Earl and Kay Stavas

Edith Weddel
Robert and Cheryl Jones

Jack Weedman
Walt and Joyce Bogdon

Esther Weiand
Don and Linette Wolf
Werner “Curly” Weisenberg
Dean and Shirley Johnson

Ronald L. Welch
Mary P. Armstrong

Betty Wellman
Diane and Rick Bryant
Wade and Janis Costley
Richard LaPage
Warren and Anna Jeanne Morris

Phyllis A. Wells
Rod and Kathryn Wells

David R. Welty
Anita J. Boker
Joyce Cothren
L. Charlene Dahman

Pearl E. West
Elise Christiansen
David and Doris Derkacht
Bernice Ellison
Gwen and Jack Gorley
Loretta Hadaller
Larry and Carol Tover
Loretta and Alexander Urling
C. D. Yonge

Marguritte Wester
Carol L. Jones

Gerry Whelden
Earl Whelden

Chester C. White
Maxine and Charles Barker

Harold B. White
June H. White

Ida M. Whitted
Joyce Cothren
Mary Sullivan

Bob A. Wiesner
Crimmins Living Trust

Alvin F. Williams
Ruth M. Williams

Ova A. Williamson
Dona and Rick Williamson

Richard R. Wilson
Phyllis A. Wilson

Robert Wilson
Randle and Michael Olsen
Skamokawa, WA Post Office Employees
Melvin and Linda Wilson

Annmaria Wirz
Dr. John and Therese Burkey
Dr. and Mrs. Donald Fuebler
Ray and Kay Green
Noelle and Andrew Hamilton
Susie J. Hultbert
Keith and Patricia Larson
Longview Century Club
Louise R. McLean
Karen Metzler
Doris J. Moilis
Molly Monroe
Dr. Milford and Marjorie Ostun
Shirley E. Wise
Sarah and Vernon Boylan
Daniel and Kathy Orr

Frances M. Wohl
Belva and Gordon Jarvis

Herbert Wolden
Betty J. Wolden
Dave and Tami Wolden

Maxine Wood
Deborah Duncan
Neff B. Reen

Mary L. Woods
Marcia L. Dallasta
Jeanne A. Ferguson
Judy and Gary Pierce

Fay Workman
Joe Ann and Stanley Riedelse

Herb Workman
Joe Ann and Stanley Riedelse

Bess Wright
Joe Ann and Stanley Riedelse

Dr. David C. Wright
William and Norma Sari
Ann Wright

Les Wright
Joe Ann and Stanley Riedelse

Steve Wright
Joe Ann and Stanley Riedelse

Christopher Young
Sylvia L. Leaf

Donald R. Young
Walt and Joyce Bogdon
Barbara J. Zdilar
Eugene and Judith Zdilar

Molly Zimmerman
Laury Heimann
Michael L. Jackson
Gerald Zimmerman

Nettie L. Zimmerman
Michael L. Jackson
Janice and Gregory Ward

Robert E. Zimmerman
Laury Heimann
Gerald Zimmerman

IN HONOR

Mary Adair
John M. Bergstrom

Susan Austin
Evangelie Knusden

Dr. Linda Beattie
Debbie Weekley

Gail Bonser
Cecil and Joyce Ryan
Diane and Bruce Calhoun
Jack and Helen Greenman

Sylvia G. Chism
Dale and Sherry Roberts
LaQuita Diane and Brent
Spurgeon

Roger and Rose Dunnington
Ruth and Joel Klop

Deborah Elliott
Evangelie Knusden

Denis Gardner
John M. Bergstrom

James Gardner
John M. Bergstrom

Kelly Gardner
John M. Bergstrom

Mike Gardner
John M. Bergstrom

Patrick Gardner
John M. Bergstrom

Susan Gardner
John M. Bergstrom

Rita Geary
John M. Bergstrom

Karen Gidderon
Anonymous

Jack and Helen Greenman
Diane and Bruce Calhoun

Rosemarye Hamar
Evangelie Knusden

Terre Harris
Carole and Terry Sumrall

Andrea Hines
Peggy Weber

Buz Ketcham
Elizabeth A. Ketcham

Wanda Ketcham
Elizabeth A. Ketcham

Brian Mahon
Kaiser Permanente Foundation
Health Plan, Inc.

Edna McBrayer
Merle and Ted Boehl
Robert and Linda Carlson
Jerri E. Earl
Cynthia and Thomas Eaton
Edward and Carole Forbes
Bruce Hooker
Greg and Gavin Hooker
Jim and Val Jopl

Lavita McBrayer Hooker
Bob and Gayle Rasmussen
Howard and Pat Smith
June Wheeler

Hurmalee and Nelson Millard
Daniel and Ruby Lualainen

Ann Minniss
John M. Bergstrom

Joe and Ann Minniss
John M. Bergstrom

Wendy Mitchell
Sandra Mitchell-Griffith and
Gilmour Griffith

Gail Mortimore
Evangelie Knusden

Mt. St. Helens Hiking Club
Henry and Mary Keith

Connie Mullins
Jack and Helen Greenman

Melody Ott

Castle Rock Liquor Store #505
Donna R. DeSpain
Sally J. Gillman
Carol A. Gorley
Sandra K. Helms
Susan J. Miller
Melody Ott
Penny Piper
Susan and Kevin Pointer
Cleona A. and David Reinholt
Penny Piper
Donna R. DeSpain
Janet L. Dingerman
Fran Dixon
Sally J. Gillman
Laureate Beta Chapter - Beta
Sigma Phi Sorority
Susan J. Miller
Susan and Kevin Pointer
Cleona A. and David Reinholt
Dianne and Bill Whitten

Kathleen Purdy
John M. Bergstrom

Eileen Reinecke
Jean L. Carvey

Barbara F. Reynolds
Joyce L. Schaper

Barbara M. Snyder
Anonymous

Walter Stabell
Code 3 Training/Northwest
Safety Consultants

Dr. Tanya Stewart
Hospice Pharmacia

Medora Tuminson
Beverly Comin

Pamela van den Drieessche
Julie Rinard

Mary Kay Wingate
Beverly Comin

CONFIDENTIALITY COMMITMENT

We pledge not to release your personal data to anyone without your consent. We promise that your contact information will not be given or sold.
**GENERAL DONATIONS**

Katherine and Donald Alder  
Judy and John Alholm  
Deborah Andrews  
Gina L. Andrews  
Brian Anshutz  
Robert and Linda Bagason  
G. Jewel Baker  
Michael and Mary Baker  
Timothy and Patricia Baker  
Irene N. Beals  
Beaver Valley Grange #306  
Lorraine and Ed Berndt  
Estate of Terry J. Betts  
Arlen L. Black  
Warren and Vicki Blakley  
Blix Construction  
Boardwalk Tavern  
Boatman Family Properties, LLC  
Walt and Joyce Bogdon  
Sarah and Verron Boylan  
Marion M. Breedlove  
Deborah J. Broers  
Eric and Amy Brudi  
Holly and Richard Butler  
Canterbury Ladies  
Castle Rock Lions Club  
Castle Rock Senior Center  
Central Christian Church  
Bob Charves and Don Hansen  
City of Longview Finance Department  
City of Longview IT Department  
Clatskanie Garden Club  
Code 3 Training/Northwest Safety Consultants  
Stephen and Linda Constans  
Nadine Cooper  
Marlene G. Coursier  
Crystal Cram  
Richard and Shirley Crisman  
Leona E. Darby  
Sara and Jason Dietz  
Devereaux Dion  
David and Pamela Doern  
John and Pamela Doumit  
Conni L. Dunivan  
Barbara and Ted Eastman  
SuzanneEklo  
Deborah Elliott  
Joan and Paul Elo  
Faith Fellowship Lutheran Brethren Church  
W. J. Stuart Farmer  
Jeanne A. Ferguson  
Kathe Finch  
Michael and Coleen Fugieberg  
Glenda and Thomas Gillihan  
Carol Girt  
Good Sam Sneakers RV  
Morgan Grasser  
Royal Neighbors of America #2908  
Kathryn R. Sieler  
Merry Sperry  
Connie Taylor  
Telephone Pioneers, Clowitz Combined Club  
Orville and Muriel Trautman  
Pamela and Vance van den Driesche  
Veterans of Foreign Wars Post 10435  
Frank and Joan Wagner  
Mary Alice Wallis  
Ronald C. Gregg  
Angela and Bob Guerassio  
Maxine A. Hagensen  
Jeanne M. Hamilton  
R. Charlean Hayes-Hughes  
Heartsidge, LLC  
Sherry and Brian Heartley  
Susan and Taylor Heartley  
Lakayah Hebert  
Heron Point Homeowner Association  
Betty J. Hiler  
LaDell Hollenberg  
Edwin and Diane Holloway  
Howlett Trust  
ILWU Longview Pension Group  
J & S Foundation  
J. C. Penney Co., Inc. Associates  
J.H. Kelly, LLC  
Palma M. Jensen  
Meghan L. Jepson  
Angela Johnson  
Mary A. Johnson  
Robert and Cheryl Jones  
Russell and Ann Kastberg  
Cindy Keeney  
Kelso Ancient Order of United Workman  
Kelso Eagles Auxiliary  
Kelso United Methodist Women  
Rick O. Kinberg  
Don and Roxanne King  
Linda and Ray King  
Ladies of the Lake Quilt Guild  
Robert and Marjorie Larsen  
Samantha Lawrence  
Gayde O. Light  
Mindi Lingquist and Garth Ullakko  
Gary and Carol Lockman  
Lone Oak Rifle & Pistol Club  
Longview Fibre Paper & Packaging, Inc.  
Pearl Lucas  
Avon B. Luce  
Charlene and Bill Martin  
Teresa L. Martin  
Tucker and Muggie Mayeda  
Randall and Frances McEwen  
Dr. Larry and Carol McRae  
Charles and Sharon Mertsching  
Microsoft Matching Gifts Program  
Estate of Paul D. Miller  
Philip and R. Miller  
Della Moore  
Dr. Richard C. Nau  
Jacqueline and Steven Nichols  
Lee and Terri Nichols  
Roger and Dianne Nicholson  
Norpac Control & Support Services  
Carol J. Noteboom  
Oak Point Community Church  
Dieter and Beverly Oetmann  
Old Fellowship Club  
Francine and James Olds  
Patricia Olsen  
Ted and Ruby Palin  
Patricia A. Palmer  
Greg and Amy Pany  
Melin Pang  
Julie Peerboom  
Mark and Lori Peerboom  
Matt and Stephanie Peerboom  
Paul and Erin Peerboom  
Deborah and Craig Peterson  
Barbara L. Phillips  
June Pierce  
Pilchuck Contractors, Inc.  
Philip A. Pithan  
Portland General Electric Co-Employee Giving Campaign  
John and Mary Lou Power  
Presbyterian Church of Clatskanie  
Mike and Linda Pribbannow  
Arlene G. Price  
Rainier Church of God  
Maralee Rambo  
Tamara Redding  
Bette J. Remmers  
Vivian I. Rhodes  
Dean and Pauline Richardson  
Diamond Richardson  
Annette Ricketelli  
Julie and Daniel Rinar  
Ana Roberts  
Alan E. Rose  
Toni M. Rydquist  
Dr. Jacob L. Schloss  
Douglas and Mildred Scotberg  
Glenn and Karla Shadoan  
Sizzler Family Steakhouse  
Toni and Donald Skreen  
Kimberly Smith  
Somerset Retirement Apartments  
Jennie and Lindley Spicknall  
Dan and Debi Spjut  
Dora Sprague  
St. Stephen's Episcopal Church  
Stan Peerboom Memorial Fund  
Stardust Dancers  
Beverlyanne Starr  
State of Washington Employee Combined Fund Drive  
Jarred Staupt  
LeRoy Stenberg  
Scott and Kay Stinnett  
Carroll and Nina Stoner  
Mark Stonick  
Bill and Carey Stotko  
Carole and Terry Sunnall  
Ellen and Michael Swihart  
Tamie Gals & Guys  
Telephone Pioneers, Clowitz Combined Club  
Ruth E. Thompson  
Claudia Timmerman and Homr Ballos  
Teresa and Curtis Timmerman  
Lester and Tish Tugaw  
Wanda Tyler  
United Way of Columbia County  
United Way of Cowlitz County  
United Way of the Columbia-Willamette  
Pamela and Vance van den Driessche  
Vada Van Vessen  
Jan T. Warren  
Steve and Gale Watson  
Wells Fargo Community Support Campaign  
Robert Wendt  
Caroline and Monte Wengler  
Mary Whokey  
Heidi Williams  
Judith and E. Kenneth Wolfe  
Wolverton Mountain Gun Club  
Dacia Wood  
Geraldine Zillman
SERVICES

Community Home Care
Non-medical care for everyday activities, personal and child care.

Community Home Health
At-home medical care for people recovering from surgery or an accident, or managing a chronic illness.

Community Hospice
End-of-life care for patients and their families.

Hospice Thrift Shop
A fun place to shop or volunteer. All proceeds from sales directly support our mission.
1239 Commerce Ave., Longview

Community Day Care
On-site child care encouraging creative and developmental growth.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Daniel A. Spjut,
President
Corey E. Balkan,
Vice President
Jaime L. Boaglio,
Secretary/Treasurer
Joe Amrine
Eric C. Brudi
Mindi Linquist
Larry McRae, MD
John E. Nord
Gerry A. Reitsch
Barbara F. Samples, RN
Scott M. Studley
Betty R. Vilhauer
Bruce N. Warrick

FOUNDATION COMMITTEE

Joe Amrine,
President
Mary M. McCarthy,
Vice President
Larry McRae, MD,
Secretary
Karen Gidderon
Michael DeSpain
Ed Holloway
Pam van den Driessche
Ginny Whiffen

Our volunteer Board of Directors and Foundation Committee members give their time and talent on a daily basis. We are grateful for their commitment.
FROM OUR SCRAPBOOK

POOL FOR A PURPOSE

Our employees enjoyed a pool tournament with the Guy Rathbun Post 25 American Legion in Kelso. The Legion organized the tournament as a fundraiser and used all of the proceeds to host a heartwarming Christmas party for the children in our grief support program. The party helped 28 children make joyful new memories. They enjoyed dinner, activities and individual gifts personally selected for each child and delivered by Santa. Our year-round children’s grief support program is open to all grieving children, not just hospice families, and it is completely free thanks to your generous donations!

HELPING FAMILIES TOGETHER

Individuals and community groups have come together to raise money in support of our patients and their families.

Ladies of the Lake Quilt Guild held a quilt raffle, Heidi Williams held a Scentsy fundraiser, several local retirement apartments hosted Christmas bazaars, City of Longview employees donated funds from candy sales, and Lone Oak Rifle & Pistol Club raised money through monthly pistol matches.

Do you have a fundraising idea? Would you consider hosting an event? Contact Julie at 360.414.5406 or jrinard@chhh.org.

DELIVERING A GOOD NIGHT’S SLEEP

Hospice patients count on us for the delivery of hospital beds with comfortable mattresses, oxygen supplies so they can breathe easy, wheelchairs for greater independence and other equipment they need at home.

Thanks to the generosity of Columbia Ford in Longview, we purchased a new van perfect for our needs. The van averages about 2,500 miles per month as we deliver, maintain and retrieve medical equipment at the homes of our hospice patients across four counties.

Photo of employee Judy Alholm, RN, by Josh Smith

Photo of employee Dashaun Combs by Brian Anshutz